NOTE:
UK Sizes equivalent to
South African Sizes

SIZE VERIFIER

ORDERING ONLINE? Just print out
this Madison sizing chart to ensure
a perfect fit

1) Open the sizing chart and click PRINT

2) When the printer window pops up,
make sure PAGE SCALING is set to
NONE or 100%.

3) Print your sizing chart and double
check the scale using a ruler. If your
sizer is a few millimeters off, read all
of point 2 above.

4) Place your heel on the line indicated
and choose your size accordingly
along your toes.

INSTEP SIZE INFORMATION

- If your feet fall somewhere between
two sizes, opt up a size if you have
wide feet or a high instep, and down
if you have narrow feet or a low
instep.

- Else where, people generally size up.

IMPORTANT!

Please ensure that this page has
printed correctly by checking this
scale with a ruler. If it matches up,
great! If your sizing chart is off
scale, read all of point 2 above